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Press Release  
 

Paris,  November 14th, 2017 

 

NomoS strengthens its M&A department by hiring Julie Evangelisti as 

partner.  
 

NomoS announces the arrival of Julie Evangelisti within its Mergers & 

Acquisitions team, bringing the total number of members to six including two 

partners. 

 

Julie Evangelisti specialises in advising industrial groups and financial investors 

on their M&A, investment and restructuring transactions in France and abroad. 

Furthermore, Julie has renowned expertise in securities law both in transactional 

matters, particularly with regard to public offerings and capital restructurings of listed companies, as 

well as in regulatory matters, notably with regard to governance questions and reporting obligations 

for listed companies. 

 

“Julie Evangelisti, who will jointly lead the M&A team alongside Guillaume Leclair, M&A and 

Private Equity specialist, brings us her renowned expertise in M&A, particularly in cross-border 

M&A, and enables us to further enhance the services provided to our clients notably in the field of 

securities law” says Héléna Delabarre, Managing Partner of NomoS. 

 

“I am delighted to be joining NomoS, a dynamic firm comprised of top quality legal professionals, 

renowned specialists in fields that are complementary to my experience and which promotes values 

that are dear to me, such as excellence, humility, respect and diversity”, says Julie Evangelisti. 

 

Before joining NomoS, Julie Evangelisti previously worked for Linklaters and Dentons. She holds 

an LL.M from King’s College, London, and a DJCE from the University of Montpellier. 

 

Established in Paris in 1998 and currently comprising thirty lawyers including eight partners, NomoS offers its clients 

renowned legal expertise, tailored to meet their needs as closely as possible, including both consultancy and litigation 

assistance in the fields of business law (competition/contracts/distribution/marketing), intellectual property, media and 

technology, M&A, corporate law, covering listed companies, tax law and employment law. 

 

NomoS’ teams support their clients, primarily major groups, and fast-growing small- and medium-sized companies, with the 

development of their legal strategy in France and abroad.  
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